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Menominee Way Trait Week One: Attitude By Editors
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony highlights a
specific pillar of the six characteristics our camp calls The Menominee Way. This week, the CIT’s
decided to discuss Attitude. In their opening remarks about the trait, they said:
“Attitude: a key part of the Menominee Way. Just like yellow, the color that
represents it, those that embody this trait are known among their peers for
their bright, bubbly, and friendly attitudes towards those around them. These
next eight individuals embody this trait to the greatest extent, spreading their
positivity all over the Friendly Confines.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their
exemplary attitudes in all facets of camp.

This is the yellow
arrowhead that all of
the eight nominees
receive.

DRAKE ELMAN was recognized for his “vibrant and positive” attitude and personality
during all of the activities he participates in at the Friendly Confines. He also shows flexibility as he is willing to play
any position to help his TLL team to victory.
CHARLIE EISENBERG was chosen for his ability to positively impact everyone he interacts with on any given
day. The CIT’s highlighted that CHARLIE genuinely cares about the people in his age group as well as the rest of the
people who attend CM.
JONAH FELDMAN shows a positive attitude regardless of the score of the events he participates in. Even when his
team is losing, JONAH’s attitude is always encouraging to all of his teammates. He never gets down on anyone.
Outside of the courts and fields, JONAH’s attitude shines bright around all of the Friendly Confines.
TREY DE LIO was chosen by the CIT’s because of the positive attitude he exemplified during the Big Brother Little Brother event that took place last week. Even when confronted by adversity on the fields and courts, TREY kept a
smile on his face and his head high, creating a better environment around CM.
LOGAN ROSENGARD is constantly in the camp spotlight as a member of this year’s Senior Cabin, and he uses
this attention to spread his great attitude. Whether he is rallying his players as a TLL captain or scoring goals at the
hockey rink, LOGAN’ attitude is contagious to his teammates and other members of the Menominee Family.
MICAH SCHULMAN was recognized for his positivity and strong effort during every activity he participates in
here at camp. During an especially tough drill during his basketball instructional period out at the Mike Dunleavy
Courts, MICAH could be seen pushing through while keeping his head high and encouraging his fellow players.
SAWYER KROLL can always be seen with a smile on his face while he works down at the waterfront. Despite it
only being his first year, you would never know it because his attitude and efforts make him appear to have many
more years of camping experience. Whether he is coaching a football team to victory or lifeguarding, Sawyer’s positivity has become a staple here at CM.
SUNNY THIARA has been a great addition to the CM Family. His positive attitude radiates to everyone who he
interacts with. While teaching basketball, Sunny is always encouraging his players with a smile on his face. This
positivity has thrust Sunny into the spotlight as a role model here at CM.
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A Day in the Life: CM Chefs By Editors, Interviews By Wyatt Baumeyer and Charlie Jacobs
This year, the CM food has been even more delicious than usual. When Megaphone reporters
WYATT BAUMEYER and CHARLIE JACOBS investigated, they came to the conclusion that
the new chefs and their hard work were to thank. Both chefs have extensive and unique experiences throughout the culinary scene. Chef RICK CULTON has worked in Italy, New York and
Alaska among other places. Most importantly though RICK has cooked for a variety of natural disaster victims such as New Yorkers affected by Hurricane Sandy and people displaced by Oklahoma tornados. Lucky Canteen Number 65. Chef ROGER MEIER was born in Switzerland where
he attended three years of culinary school and has honed his skills in the Caribbean, Hong Kong
and southern California. It should come as no surprise that ROGER’s favorite part of the job is
meeting members of the Menominee Family from around the world. Each day, the chefs wake up
at 6:30 a.m. The first thing on their agendas every morning is to begin food preparations for breakfast. When asked what goes into making a hearty and healthy breakfast, Chef RICK said, “Quality
ingredients, a certain amount of skill and a whole lot of love.” But the job never stops. Between
each and every meal the chefs constantly prepare for upcoming meals while managing inventory
and receiving food shipments. Surprisingly, when asked about what it is like to cook for such a
large group of people, RICK replied, “It’s just a matter of knowing amounts of ingredients...it’s
actually easier to cook for 200 people than just a few.” Chefs ROGER and RICK have certainly
been making it look easy as the food has satisfied everyone who has walked through the doors of
the best mess hall in the Northwoods.

Chippewa Social By Editors
On an overcast afternoon, JASON called everyone into Wasserman Hall to explain the evening
activities. He then called up JAKE HERMAN, Maester of the Book of Legends to introduce a new
record for the campers to set. Little did the campers know, the record at stake was: who could obtain the most phone numbers at the Chippewa Social! Excitedly, everyone rushed down to the
showers and got dressed for the ride over to Chippewa. Many older campers and counselors
sported jerseys. However, chilly conditions brought out more conservative attire for the rest of the
camp. While chatting up numerous girls, SHANE KOEHELER-DAVIS rocked a Hawaiian shirt
with two different pairs of shades. ELI FELDMAN took the phone number challenge to heart, allowing girls to write phone numbers up and down his arms, as well as a few special ones on his
forehead. Some of the CIT’s even donned t-shirts from the iconic movie “Sausage Party”. It was a
great night with the ladies at Chippewa. Thanks to JASON and the Chippewa staff for organizing a
great social!

TREY DE LIO seen at the social giving JOSH NAMORDI a
ride on his back.
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